Configuration

WELLNESS & ENTERTAINMENT:

- Intractable iOS App
- Dimmable reading lights
- RGBW ambient lights
- Adjustable bed bases
- Motorized blinds
- Massage module for shoulders and leg
- Music therapy
- Fragrance diffuser
- Home theatre audio system
- A/V Receiver
- 4K PRO-UHD projector
- Supporting media center, gaming console and TV (HDMI)
- 70” motorized screen
- Invisible touch
- Smart alarm

HEALTH:

- Sleep monitoring and analyzing
- Air quality, temperature and humidity monitoring
- Noise and light monitoring
- Occupancy detection
Technology

Key component:

Server based on Raspberry Pi

Custom hardware

APP:

An intuitive App allows you to control your bed. You could change your position, close your privacy blinds, watch a movie, listen to a relaxing playlist, and turn off the lights all by defining your personal scenarios via App.
Components

**TECH:**
n°4 exciter 150W each.

**ENJOY** the home theatre 4+1.

**TECH:**
n°2 dimmable spot lights, 3100K

**ENLIGHTEN** your reading moment or your wake up during the night.

**TECH:**
n°3 strip Led RGBW (W 3100K)

**COLORFUL** lights to create new atmospheres.

**TECH:**
n°2 automatic side curtains available in different colors.

**PRIVACY** is guaranteed.
TECH:
n°4 fragrances capsule with the essenses especially studied by perfumers.

**PERFUME** to raise up the quality of your time in hibed.

---

TECH:
n°2 invisible touch in the headboard.

**BEST USE:**
**CONTROL** with just one touch.

---

TECH:

n°1 4K PRO-UHD Epson projector

**EXPERIENCE** the cinema quality.

---

TECH:

n°1 Automatic frontal screen

**AUTOMATED** screen can be completely close or open.
Dimensions

**EU King:**
- W: 230 cm (91”)
- L: 285 cm (113”)
- H: 208 cm (82”)
- Mattress
  - 180 x 200 cm (71” x 79”)

**US King:**
- W: 240 cm (95”)
- L: 285 cm (113”)
- H: 208 cm (82”)
- Mattress
  - 193 x 203 cm (76” x 80”)

**CAL King:**
- W: 230 cm (91”)
- L: 295 cm (117”)
- H: 208 cm (82”)
- Mattress
  - 183 x 213 cm (72” x 84”)

*Mattress is not included.*
Finishes

**EXTERNAL**

- M006
- M007
- M004
- M005
- RAL9016 Glossy
- RAL9016 Matt

**INTERNAL**

- M003
- M004
- M002
- M001
- M005
- M006

**HEADBOARD**

- L013
- L007
- L012
- L002
- L011
- L003
- L010
- L009
- L001
- L008

**BLINDS**

- T001
- T002
- T003
- T004
- T005
Requirements

1. Power socket 110-220 VAC
2. LAN port RJ45 with Internet connection. The LAN Ethernet must be the same network of the WIFI present in the room
3. If you use TV sat you can also provide a TV sat port or cable next to the power socket and the LAN. (optional)

You can provide these requirements for your HiCan in the floor or on the wall. Therefore According to your preferences you can choose one of the options below:

- In the floor almost in the center of the bed: (Not being in the center may conflict with the structural details)

- On the wall behind the bed: